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COMMERCIALIZATION OF CIIILDREN'S TOY

Asya Velevar

Abstract

The children's play is defined as one ofthe most important activities, which is essential for the development. Considerable
amount ol research establish evidence of increasing reduction of nowadays children's play skills. Many psychologists and
educators believe that this fact has a negative effect on development. There are many reasons for decreasing ofplay levels.
One ofthem is a consequence from the very extreme changes in the tool ofplay - the toy. The toy reflects the culture. in
this context we can argue that the major trend ofthe genesis ofplay materials is their commercialization. The main purpose
of this paper is to analyze and summarize the basic dimensions of this process and to correlate them to their effect on
child's play and development.

Key ll/ords: commercialization of toy. modern toy, dehumanization of toy

1. INTRODUCTION

The game is defined as one of the basic types of children's activity, in which the child realizes its full
personal development. In this sense, the increasing number of evidence for reducing the playing skills of
modem children raises an alarm. A number of psychologists and pedagogues predict that changes in the activity
that predominates during the pre-school period will have a negative effect over their development. The fact that
the game can not reach its peak is due to many different reasons with complex nature. One of them is inevitably
associated with the extreme changes which have occuffed with the basic means for playing games - the toy. We
can say that the basic trend into the genesis of playing materials is their commercialization.

2. METHODS

The purpose of the present report is to analyze and present the main dimensions of the process of
commercialization of the playing materials by correlating these dimensions to the effect that thy have over the
children's play and children's development. This will provide a basis for one further criteria output for
evaluation and selection of toys. The main method of research is the analysis of historical change of the playing
materials, which allows outlining the basic marketing strategies of the industry of playing materials that are
induced into the children's toy and game.

3. DISCUSSION

The tuming point into the history of toy, the one that determines its modem appearance in a great extend
is the Industrial Revolution. Before that, most ofthe children used to play by turning the subjects that they had
in their environment into toys by using their imagination. The toys were made also by masters-craftsmen, but
they were mainly accessible for the wealthy people. With the advent of the Industrial Revolution, the production
of great quantities of toys for reasonable prices became possible. So more and more children were able to play
with ready toys, instead of making them by themselves, which in its turn stimulated the production and
distribution. So from here results one key change, which has an influence over the design of the playing
materials: in the past, the toy was the chikl's interpretation from its environment, and today it is a role and
activity model, which is imposed by adults, who produce it.

A main event which reflects over the further development of the toy market is introduction of
advertisement. According to the data by A. Spiegel, on 101311955, the Mattel Company gave a start of an
advertisement for a gun, called ,,Thunder Burp". This is the first case when a toy had been advertised out of the
Christmas season. Howard Chudakov defines the event as a sort of a historical watershed: just for a night the
children's play had been focused as never before, on the subjects - the toys, by themselves. The author
successfully notices that when we discuss the game from the past, we mostly think of activity, than of an
object. And talking about the game that is today, the first thing that comes into our minds is the toys2.

Looking for a way for more effective sales, the contemporary industry develops marketing strategies,
inducing significant changes into the playing materials.

The first strategl, which is directed towards the aim to achieve a toy that is recognizable, attractive and
stands out among the other toys similar to it, is amplification of its details and realism. E. Smironva and E.

1 University of Ruse, Bulgaria, e-mail: aveleva@uni-ruse.bg
2 Howard Chudacoff, by: Spiegel, A., 2008. Old-Fashioned Play Builds Serious Skills. //
http ://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId: I 92125 I 4
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Abduleva are right to claim that as a result of that, the game is brought to stereotype and monotonous
movements. Because when everything comes in a ready and finished state, there is no need to invent or create

anything (E. Smironova, E. Abduleva,2005). Too realistic toys not only limit the development of great games,

but they also burden the development of imagination, as well as the ability to replace the missing subjects with
substitutes (extremely important for the school education)3. In the end of pre-school age, children have

knowledge in different fields, which generates attractive ideas for games. Due to the fact that they are not

limited only to the everyday and domestic scenes from the family circle, it is not possible every one of the

multiple topics of children's interests (,,space travel", ,,Indians", etc.) to be provided with suitable toys.
Children, which are used to play mainly with multifunctional materials, do not have the ability to replace the

missing items or to combine the one which are available in accordance with their idea. Therefore they often give

up the new idea and start playing again the games which they have realized many times (5-year old girl said: ,,[
wanted to play ,,Franklin", but I couldn't because mummy did not buy me a shell").

The tendency for details is well notable in the so called ,,expressive dolls" by E.Smimova, whose

expression is strongly exaggerated and resembles more to a grimace: they scream, get mad, cry, stick out their
tongue, wink with one or both eyes, etc. This makes this doll not fitted for playing games with it, because in the

."ui-gu-., the child can imagine that this same face is cheerful, sad, tired, anxious, cunning or carefreea.

The second strateg,t for colonizing children's hearts and minds is expressed in breaking the traditions,
abstracting from the family, the style of living, the labor and exploitation of fashion, entertainment and

sexuality. The beginning of this strategy is associated with the appearance of Barbie doll in the year of 1959. S.

Ferguson points out, that with this rejecting of the home and family life, the doll captures the minds and

fantasies of the little girls with its appearance of a grown-up woman and its party clothes. The first production

line included dolls with professions which were foreign to the world of mothers. This alienation of the adults

from the most impressive toy of Mattel company, has caused great parental disapproval of Barbie's concept and

vision, as the market researches show for this period (by: S. Ferguson, 2008). And this is not without a reason.

Discussing the effect of owning of modern toys, S. Basten provides evidence for the potential of ,,Barbie"-do11s
to negatively influence the child's self-identification and perception ofthe body shapes and sizes. The author

also presents another type of recently emerged toy that puts an accent on the idea not only to look good and

modem, but specifically on the ,,consumerism". These are the dolls Diva Starz, which are equipped with over

l0 000 ,,funny and witty" lines (,,amusing and witty conversational pieces"), that appeal to the child
permanently change their clothes and accessories, to shop with them and to be modern. According to the critics,

this type of toys simultaneously leads to children's sexualizing - especially the girls - at even younger age and

towards one increasingly consumerism attitude. Children's top aspiration today is to be rich; which is the more

atffactive prospect than being a good athlete, celebrity or to be really smart - which were the aims of the

preceding generation (by: S. Basten,2009).

The third strategt for attracting the consumer's interest is amplification of fantasy into the toy's design.

It is known that the images of imagination are particularly attractive in childhood. Considering this when

designing the toys, the designers often apply techniques of the imagination as changing a chardcteristic (animals

colored into bright, unusual colors), animations (train with a face), agglutination (house-phone) etc. E. Smimova

points out that sometimes such variety disorientates the little child, even though the adults think that the more

different qualities and characteristics that one toy has, the better it is. The author brings as an example the plastic

elephant on wheels, which is at the same time a toy to ride and a phone. As a result, the child is confused what

to do with it - to ride it, to talk on the phone or to eat on it. And at the same time the full implementation of al1

these actions is very limited - to take something and carry it on this toy is practically impossible (you can not

put anything on it), the phone receiver falls during the whole time, and the elephant is not actually a real

elephant because it is also a phone on wheels (E.Smironva, 2005). Attracting children's preferences is also

achieved through projecting of whole fantastic fame worlds. The illustration of this idea is the doll series

PopPixie. They are characters in the magical dimension Pixiville. Each doll is a specific character, having

certain features and has its own assistant (Amore is the owner of the only shop, which is specialized in making

love portions and charms. She is the Pixie of Feelings. Her assistants are the purple hippopotamus Otis and an

3 According to the words of S.Basten, perhaps the peak of the realism is Baby Alive, introduced on the market

for the first time in 1973, and manufactured at the present moment by Hasbro. The thing that distinguishes the

doll is its ability of defecation, after it is being fed with synthetic food: the sounds ,,oh-oh" give the signal that

its diapers should be changed - it actually makes them dirty. Baby Alive can be seen in action on the website

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v:ieREhZvKd-8 (S. Basten, 2009).

a Smirnova, E I I httpl lwww.ya-roditel.ru/parents/base llecturel44384l
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owl. Cherry is the richest Pixie. Her magical power is to control the weather, her assistant is her cat Lulu, and

etc.). So it becomes clear that everything has been already invented instead the child, and the only thing that is
left for the child is to move the toys according to their characters and magical functions, which were invented

and imposed by others.

Another manifestation of the discussed strategy is indicated by E. Smironova as dehumanization and it
is expressed in the fact that the dolls are more and more alienated from human image and they are increasingly

gaining features of vehicles, animals or technical devices. Human can be easily transformed into something

inhuman (Transformers, Spider-Man, etc.)s. The negative consequences from playing with such type of dolls, is

seen by the author into the impact that the character has over the child's personality. Because with the help of
the doll into the child's mind and soul the understanding of human and the categories associated with him are

penetrated - beautiful and ugly, good and bad, right and wrong. Children absorb these qualities ofthe doll which

are extemally expressed. The aggressiveness, mannerism, sexuality, self-satisfaction, the tendency for

consuming, which is set into toys, can become personal qualities of the child with time. Such absorption is

unnoticed by the adults, as well as for the children (E. Smirnova, 2005).

The forth strategl is linking the toys with themes of popular movie and television productions. There

is hardly a children's film with great success or a loved animation series, that there aren't armies of toys created

according their images of characters: Batman dolls, Superman, Snow White, Cinderella (ust line in the Walt
Disney movie), Shrek, Harry Potter, etc; Transformers constructors, the house-constructor of Winnie the Pooh;

Beybleyd whipping-tops and many, many others. As a whole, these toys limit children's game because they are

strictly specialized and they require specifically defined scenes and actions, and they can not easily accept

functions according to the needs of child's ideas. Many foreign studies, including arecently conducted study in

our country by I. Milenski, found out that modern children prefer taking the scenes of popular movies, instead of
transforming professions. The author finds that comics and movie scenarios are limited in the frames of chasing

and fighting between good and bad. The relations between the characters are primitive and are limited with a

sequence of elementary actions and phrases, which allows for such themes to be used in games with minimum
level of development (I. Milenski, 2012).

The fifth strateg/ for increasing the sales is by imposing of collecting playing materials. For each toy,

that had commercial success, an innumerous number of variants, accessories or supplies are offered: Barbie

lifeguard on the beach, Barbie nurse, Barbie princess; Barbie's house, Barbie's car, Barbie's stable..' This

provokes the desire in the children to have more and more, they begin replacing the play with owning the toys.

The indicatives in this respect are pointed into the article of Vesela Gurova (2001),,The game in children's lives

during XXI century", stories from people from the age of 85 to 3-years-old. Talking about their childhood, older

peopli describe the way they used to play, and the modem children give the names of the toys they own, or

whiih they still do not own. We can say that today, the child's social status depends on what kind of playing

materials the child owns. Even in the allocation of roles, it is not the playing skills and personal qualities of the

players that are taken into consideration, but according to what kind oftoys they have.

The sixth srrakgl for finding an access to children's preferences is modification of the playing

materials with thousand year-old history. The change is such that making the actions with them is easy and

accessible for each child, without the need of exercises, which means that the developing effect of the toy is
being removed. For example, many contemporary stereotypes of the whipping-tops process only the entertaining

moment. They are placed in movement with the help of a button and pulling a wire, which triggers the

mechanism of gear wheels. Often there are whipping-tops in one home, which are moved on different principle,

and in the games children use exactly those, which are set into motion by the child with the help of a rotational

movement. As a result of this, the development of one extremely important quality for the coming school and

labor activity is being slowed down - the desire to overcome difficulties and self-improvement. It is known that

many traditional games are modifications of labor tools and have been used for encouraging the exercises in

skills, necessary for the future labor activity. The development of these skills requires persistent efforts, but

accepting the game, children accept also the difficulties that are connected with it, and the hope that they are

going to win *itt tt " 
next play brings them back to reality again and again. With eliminating the need of

.*...iring and making efforts, with an accent over the entertaining, contemporary toys cause a detrimental

impact over the child's desire for self-assertion and self-improvement.

The seventh strateg) for attracting children's interest is ,,high-tech" toys, which means that it makes

something interesting: the doll can cry, laugh, talk, drink, a tooth is growing; the dog can chase a boll, catch it, it

can bark... In such away the roles have been changed and the child becomes an object ofthe program, set in the

t Smirnova, E I I http : I I www.ya-roditel.ru/parents/baseilecture I 4 43 84 I
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toy, instead of being the subject of activity: the toys is the one that tells the child to perform one or another
stereotype action.

The eight strategl is dictated by the desire of manufacturers to meet all the parents' preferences. This
happens through purring too many ,,educational" functions into the toy, so that the child can learn a lot
about life from a very early age and to prepare for school. Especially popular toy ofthis type is the dog Puppy of
Fisher Price, which can play l0 songs, says the body parts and,,teaches" the child ofthe alphabet, the numbers,
the colors and of ,,amusing" phrases. It would be too much for this type of toys to call them ,,harmful", but the
bad thing about them is that quite often, the playing materials of little children is limited only with them, and the
important toys for children's development are missing. Educational playing materials are so widespread that it is
getting harder to find toys for the early childhood, with which the child itself could make playing actions,
different from pressing a button and perception ofthe programmed effect.

4. CONCLUSION

The outlined strategies do not exhaust the arsenal that the gaming industry has in the process of game

regulation through modeling children's preferences. The appropriate words here are those of D. Spanhel, who
launched the idea that through the industry (of toys, media and leisure time) children are confronting with the
tempting playing offers and seducing items for consumption, which only aim is the early fitting of the
adolescents to the social values orientations. Therefore, the free game options should be carefully limited. The
children do not understand this and they do not mind at all to have such fascinating possibilities. These models
of behavior brought from outside, cause psychological damage (D. Spanhel , 2006).

Of course, the critical assessment of the quality of contemporary toys does not mean attracting the past as

a gold standard. The toy reflects the culture that created it and is also a means for integration into it. That is why
changes into the playing materials naturally arise as a result of the dynamically changing conditions of life. This
is a highly useful process - the children should leam to understand the world they are living in. At the same

time, the analysis that is done, shows that the ongoing commercialization of playing materials prevents not only
the playing activity, but the child's development. From here, the responsibility of the educators to conduct a

competent selection of toys is increasing, and they are not only introducing the children into the globalizing
world of technology, but they also fully exercise their developing functions.
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